
Neurological Vision Impairment Division

Hello! 

As we’ve eased back into the face-to-face world, 2022 has been quite a year

of CVI happenings. We’re hoping 2023 brings even more collaboration for

change. Keep an eye out for more CVI learning and offerings for our NVID

members in the new year. 

Adults with CVI Share their Perspectives

If you missed the fantastic CVI conferences this past summer, the good news

is, Perkins has released a modified version of our panel conversation from the

AER NVID pre-conference session this summer. This is a very useful account

of the perspectives of adults with CVI. Click on the link to access. Adults

with CVI share how “CVI leaves no stone unturned” - Perkins School

for the Blind

New PaTTAN Resource: Considerations for Educating Students with

CVI: The Learning Environment

These quality indicators developed by an international work group in CVI, are

now available in this free resource for school aged children. Some

information is also relevant to preschoolers with CVI. 

CVI for the TVI: Central Auditory Processing Disorder (CAPD) and

CVI 

Access the latest CVI for the TVI, featuring Maurice Belote.  

Maurice Belote has decades of expertise in the field of Deafblindness. Belote

is a Deafblind specialist, Co-chair of the National Coalition on Deafblindness,

adjunct faculty for two teacher training programs, and retired Project

Coordinator for California Deafblind Services. In his video about Central

Auditory Processing Disorder (CAPD) and its connection to CVI, Belote

explores why we need CAPD on our radar when serving kids with CVI, the

https://www.perkins.org/adults-with-cvi-share-how-cvi-leaves-no-stone-unturned/
https://www.pattan.net/Publications/Considerations-for-Educating-Students-With-CVI-The
https://www.perkins.org/resource/cvi-and-central-auditory-processing-disorder-capd/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=CVI for the TVI CVI and Central Auditory Processing Disorder&utm_content=CVI for the TVI CVI and Central Auditory Processing Disorder+CID_01d9c4a2ae00055f8c1cad6661b83f56&utm_source=Perkins Message&utm_term=Watch now
https://www.perkins.org/resource/cvi-and-central-auditory-processing-disorder-capd/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=CVI for the TVI CVI and Central Auditory Processing Disorder&utm_content=CVI for the TVI CVI and Central Auditory Processing Disorder+CID_01d9c4a2ae00055f8c1cad6661b83f56&utm_source=Perkins Message&utm_term=Watch now


signs of CAPD, and strategies to support access to learning and the

environment. Belote explores the question: What if there are some children

and young adults who have CVI and who don’t seem to have typical

responses to sound and speech but for whom Central Auditory Processing

Disorder (CAPD) cannot and may never be accurately diagnosed? (CVI for

the TVI website description)

Be well, take care of yourself, and cheers for a Happy and Healthy New Year! 
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